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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Well, we have Jupiter having gone direct, that should get a sense of better budgeting,
financial energy moving forward, kind of coming up out of maybe a strenuous time in that regard.
We have some other sign changes and things going on but basically what I see happening here is
blossoming. That it is really time to bloom or to fully blossom as a lightworker, as a human being,
as someone growing spiritually, maybe as a love relationship partner, or as a parent or as a child,
whatever your roles are, to really allow yourself to blossom.

So think in terms of really kind of beautifully showing off your full expanded self. That would be the
way in which I would put it and then just more on a practical level this is a time to maybe redo the
budget, think in terms of what can I do to conserve or to get debt free or to purchase a new item
that is needed or wanted. That sort of thing.
So it’s a good time for numbers and luckily, in the USA here, on the last week of taxes as well. So
numbers should be a bit easier for most of you.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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About Reverend Terri:
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in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
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